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ABSTRACT
Radiation survey work at the Berkeley Bevatron has been a continuous
project of the, Health Physics Group since start-up of the accelerator in
November, 1954. A substantial body of survey data has accumulated, from
which a general pattern for the stray radiation field can be constructed. This
report includes a summary of the characteristics of the radiation field
pattern as currently understood, a description of the various techniques used
to make radiation measurements, and a discussion of some serious problems
encountered in survey work at this accelerator.
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THE BEVATRON:

GENERAL DESCRIPTiON

1 2
A brief de scription of the Bevatron '
is given here to serve as an
aid in under standing the main body of this report. Figure 1 is a plan view of
the Bevatron building, showing the main features of the machine, shielding,
and surrounding work areas; the drawing is to scale and depicts the current
status of these features"
The accelerator consists of a large ring- shaped magnet which completely
encloses the vacuum tank with at least 2 ft of iron except at four equally
spaced straight sections, called tangent tankso The mean radius· of the
proton-beam orbit is 50 ft, and the beam median plane is 8 ft ab'ove the level
of the floor outside the magnet structure. The main shield, located just
outside the magnet, encircles all but a portion of the machine near the
injectoro The building is roughly circular, except for the motor generator
wing, and is 105 ft in radius, with an additional 30 ft radially along the south
portiono This outer space at the south on the main floor accommodates
various shops, the main control room, and the experimental counting facilitieso
Directly above these facilities on the Mezzanine, 15 feet above floor level:,
are offices and some additional shopso An experimental area has been added
to the northwest portion of the building subsequent to the work reported hereo
The circular building is marked off into 24 equal angular segments,
termed bays; this division of space has provided a basis for the physical
layout of survey worko The entire area outside the shield and inside the
building should be available for continuous occupancy; shielding efforts have
always been directed toward this endo

I~_J-

j_.
~

The main shield is 5 ft thick and between 15 and 19ft high; it is of
ordinary concrete except for the middle course (around the median plane)
which is of high-density concreteo The shield is augmented at both the south
straight section and the west straight section, the principle target areaso
No roof shielding has yet been installed over any portions of the machineo
Nearly all important control and experimental facilities are located
near or in the four tangent tankso The east tangent tank (ETT) contains parts
of the injection system, one set of beam-measuring electrodes and a heavy
plunging beam clippero The south tangent tank (STT) houses another set of
beam-induction electrodes and several plunging probeso The west tangent
tank (WTT) area is the main experimental portion of the machineo The tank
houses a variety of plunging probes, and nearby in the upstream direction

.;.4-
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Fig. I. Plan view of Bevatron showirrg (A) Cockcroft- Walton accelerator,
(B) linear accelerator, (C) injector control room, (D) motor -generator
rt;:>Om, (E) east tangent tank, (F) south tangent tank, (G) west tangent tank,
(H) north ·tangent tank, (J) magnet quadrants (4), (K) magnet-pit center,
(L) main shield, (M) main control room, (N) experimental counting area,
(P) shop facilities,
(R) office space, and (1 through 24) bays.
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. inside the southwest magnet quadrant are located several flip-up probes. The
north tangent tank (NTT) contains the beam accelerating electrodes. Any of
the probes can carry targets. into position for experimental purposes.
An operating cycle of the Bevatron proceeds as follows. A bunch of
protons is injected at the ETT from th.e linear accelerator - CockcroftWalton accelerator injector syste:m. After an acceleration period of slightly
less than 2 seconds, a substantial traction (about 10%} of the injected beam
reaches an energy of 6,2 Bev. At a predetermined time before the desired
beam energy is attained, typically 50 to 100 milliseconds early, the required
targets are brought into position either inside or outside the beam orbit. The
beam is then driven radially onto the targets by changing control parameters
appropriately. At maximum energy a period of 4 sec is required to restore
the initial conditions of the machine to receive and accelerate a second bunch
of protons; thus cycles recur ata rate of 10 per minute.
A partial list of Bevatron terminology, with definitions, is included here,
because these terms are in constant usage in survey work;
(a} Current marker, or I pip: A ·timing pulse (34 in number) that occurs
at a certain magnet current, and thus at a particular beam energy;
the high energy I pips and corresponding energies are tabulated.as
follows:
I number
I-25
I- 26
I- 27
I- 28
1-29
I- 30
I- 31

•

\'

Energy (Bev)
3.2
4.15
4.8
5.3
5.7
6.1
6.2

(b)

Tangent tank: one of the four straight sections located between
magnet quadrants.

(c)

Targets: Two classes are ih general use:
(1). Plunging targets, actuated pneumatically and located in tangent
tanks. Designation of these targets .is according to tangeht tank,
position with respect to the beam, and position in the particular
tangent tank. Thus the WIN target is in the west tangent tank, is
operated from inside the beam orbit, and is located at the north
(downstream) end of this tangeht tank.
(2) Flip-up targets, actuated magnetically to rotate 90 degrees into
vertical position at the median plane,. and located in the magnet
quadrants. Designation is according to magnet quadrant and degrees
of arc in this quadrant either upstream or downstream from a tangent
tank.
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RADIATION DETECTORS·
·Gener'al
The various radiation detectors used at the Bevatron include ionization chambers, :proportional pulse couhters, 'n~dear-track emulsion~,
neutron-activated foils, and scintillatio~ counters. Because ofthe low.
dutycycle ofthe accelerator, the only_acceptable mode of operation for
th~se detectors is to integrate their response.
While this is an inherent
property 'of emulsions and foils, it is not so with the other detectors, wh1ch
provide instantaneous information that is not naturally stored for a 19ng
enough time. Thus the charge collected by an ion chamber must be stored·
and subsequently measured; pulses from the other COl,lnters must be counted
and recorded by scaling circuitry.

..
;

'

The practical consequence of this situation is our almost complete
reliance on standard UCRL rack-mounted electronic counting equ~pment for
survey work. Portable battery- operated radiation-: detection.instruments
have seldom been used, with exception seas noted in the following paragraphs
of this section.
Ionization Chambers
The ionization chambers used are thin-walled plastic chambers filled
with atmospheric air, with their inner surfaces made conductive by a thin
layer of Aquadag. Such simply constructed chambers have been found to
exhibit response that closely follows the response of a "tissue-equivalent
chamber 11 in radiation fields of the constitution found here. Positive ions
are collected at the center electrode which is coupled to either of two
indication instruments. Two different size ion chambers are used, a large
chamber of 5200 cm 3 volume, and a small chamber of 200 cm 3 volume.
Photographs of both instruments with the two ion chambers are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3.
The indicating instruments must be -extremely sensitive, and very
carefully constructed to minimize leakage of chamber charge, because the
ionizing radiation levels are often less than 1 microroentgen (flr) per 1010
accelerated protons. The more sensitive and more reliable of-the two
instruments is a Lindemann integrating electrometer which is easily capable
of detecting 0. 03 flr per Bevatron pulse when used with the large ion chamber.
(The limitation here is ·a result of. the .natural background radiation lever,
which is of the order of 0. 02 - 0. 03 flr per 6 seconds :.. the duration of the
Bevatron cycle. ) The instrument is basically a quartz -fiber electrometer
which has continuously variable sensitivity via adjustment of the quadrant
voltages. Calibration of the instrument with each ion chamber is performed
in a known fielcf of radium gamma rays at every instrument sensitivity used
in actual survey work. The Lindemann electrometer serves as a standard
for low-level measurements ofionizing radiation; however, it is an awkward
devic'e to carry about and can be read only by observation through a microscope.
Thus a second and more truly portable integrating electrometer has
been built. This unit utilizes a two-tube electronic circuit with a self-contained

~""

lJ
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Fig. 2.

Lindemann electrometer with small ion chamber.
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Fig. 3.

Por t able integrating electrometer with large ion chamber.
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battery supply. The integrated charge is read as a current on a 50 tJ.amp
full- scale microammeter of the core-magnet type. The instrument is
calibrated in a known flux of radium gamma rays with the same two ion
chambers. Sensitivity can be adjusted over a range of 7:1 for each chamber
by changing the capacitan~e of the variable air capacitor which stores the
charge collected on the ion .chamber electrode. In normal pr;actice, the
instrument operates near maximum sensitivity; typical ·sensitivity values
are: 150 !J.r per fullscale with the small ion chamber, and10 !J.r per full
scale with the large ion qhainber. Most work in occupied areas at the
Bevatron requires maximum sensitivity with the large chamber, in which
case a beam .pulse producing 0. 2 fJ..r at the chamber will cause an upscale
deflection of one divis.ion on the indicating meter. At these same instru~
ment conditions, the background-radiation level causes an upscale deflection of from 1 to :2 divisions per minute . . (This is a measured background
level of 0.012 to 0.024 milliroentgens/hour which compares well with a
typical Lindemann measurement of 0. 017 mr /hr for background level. )
Performance of the portable integrator has been carefully checked
against that of the Lindemann Electrometer under Bevatron operating
conditions - strong pulsed magnetic fields, strong radiofrequency-energy
fields, large electrical noise transients. Performance has been found
satisfactory everywhere except in an area within a few feet of the linearaccelerator oscillators. This instrument has been used extensively for
ionizing- radiation surveys around the. Bevatron.
I'

,.·

"
Proportional
Counters

The most widely used rad~ation detectors are proportional counters,
and these are employed primarily to count neutrons. Two kinds ci proportional counters have been used; one is sensitive to slow neutrons, the other
is sensitive to fast neu'trons; both are relatively insensitive to gamma rays.
Photographs of the counters and a cathode-follower coupling unit are shown
i'n Fig. 4.
Slow neutrons are detected by the (n, a) reaction in a brass- wall BF 3 gas counter. The BF 3 gas is enriched in the B 10 isotope to 96o/o ~ 1 F 3 .
. Standard gas filling pressure is 20 em Hg absolute, although lower gas
pressures have been used for reduced sensitivity counters. A standard
counter of 25 crri length and 4 em diameter operates at a high voltage in the
neighborhood of 2000 volts, with a useful plateau of 300 to 400 volts.
Counter pulses are amplified so that most (n, a) events produce pulse
heights of 50 to 100 volts, while pulses from gamma events ar.e no greater ·
than 5 volts; the counter provides excellent discrimination against
competing events.

°

·Calibration of slow-neutron counters is performed in the known thermal
flux generated by a Po-Be neutron source placed with the counters in a
cubical concrete enclosure. A counter filled to 20-cm Hg pressure~pro
duces -4 counts/ sec in a 1 neutron/ cm2- sec. thermal flux of the calibration
facility.

-10-
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Fig. 4. Standard BF -filled proportional counter, standard FE- lined
3
proportional counter, and cathode -follower coupling unit.
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One means of detection of fast neutrons is also accomplished with the
BF 3 counter; the counter in this case must be sU:rroUnded by an appro.priate
thickness of moderator. (Paraffin is commonly used as a moderating materiaL ) Either of two moderator configurations has been employed: {a} a
Hanson-McKibben Counter3, 4 or .(b) a series of paraffin jackets of various
thicknesses that (almost} completely surroun<;l the counter. Both systems
have relatively high efficiency and are capable of producing 2 to 4 counts/
sec. in a fast neutron flux of 1 n/ cm2- sec when used with a 20 em pressure
BF3 counter. A discussion of the properties of these counting systems
appears in the section dealing with neutron-energy determination.
The standard detector of fast neutrons is the polyethylene-lined
proportional counter 40 em in length and 6 em in diameter. The polyethylene
liner is general~y chosen to be 1/8-inch thick, and the counter is normally
filled to 76 em Hg pressure with an Argon - 5o/a C0 2 mixture. Response of
this type counter may be shown to be proportional to the product Energy
X Flux Density. 5 The constant of proportionality for the particular counters
here employed is 15 mev/ cm2 per count for a fast-neutron flux normal to the
counter ax;is. With a 1/8-inch thick liner the energy-flux density relationship holds up to the vicinity of 20 Mev neutron energy. Competition of
gamma events limits -the minimum energy response to -0.2 Mev neutron
energy unless extreme care is taken in operational procedure. Thus the
practical useful range for the counter is 0.2 to 20 Mev neutron energy.
It is important to note that the constant 15 Mev/ em

2

per count refers
to the zero intercept of an integral bias curve taken with the counter. The
zero bias intercept is always an extrapolated point, and care must be taken
.when !PeTfor:rping this extrapolation. In addition, there is no clean separation
between neutron events (proton recoils} and gamma events, as wi.th the BF 3
counter. This requires careful selection of the counter operating region to
insure that gamma events are not taken to be neutron events,
A typical polyethylene-lined counter filled to 76 em Hg pressure ope'rates at 1800 to 1900 volts. The amplified counter pulses range upto 100
volts when the counter is exposed to a Po-Be neutron source. A radium
gamma field of 1 to 2 r/hr would then produce pulses up to 20 to 25 volts in
amplitude. The operating point for the scaler discriminator might reasonably
be chosen as 30 volts, at which point the observed count rate from the Po Be
source l.s roughly 60o/o of the extrapolated zero-bias count rate.
Calibration and set-up of the counter thus consists of determination of
an integral bias curve in a known flux of Po-Be neutrons, determination of
the end point for the radium gamma events from a flux at least as intense as
the gamma flux expected at sur..;..ey locations, and selection of a discriminator
setting above this end poinL The integral bias curve generated with a Po-Be
source shows counter response in an essentially gamma-free fast-neutron
flux, and shows the conversion factor that must be applied to counter data
obtained with the chosen discriminator level to reduce survey measurements
to units of Mev/ cm2. Behavior of the counter in a appropriately intense
radium gamma field enables one to select a discriminator setting high enough
to exclude the gamma events, but at the same time low enough to permit
registry of a large fraction {50 to 70%) of fast-neutron events.

- 12'-
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The instantaneous;~rna--flux levels encountered at the Bevatron can
be surprisingly high. For example, a typical survey location on the main
floor shows 5 fJ.r per machine pulse measured with the ion- chamber
instruments. At least 90% of this total radiation accompanies beam spillout
at the end of the accelerating cycle, a time interval of between 10 and 100
milliseconds. The equivalent steady-state radiation levels range from
1800 to 18000 mr/hr for these spillout conditions. The higher of these
intensities generates an environment in which operation of the counters
must be checked very carefully to insure that only neutrons are counted,
because the numerous gamma events can :''pile up" to produce pulse heights
considerably greater than any single pulse.
A third type of pulse counter has seen extensive use at the Bevatron-a
pulse ion chamber. This chamber detects the fission of u235 by slow
neutrons; it is fully described in the Radiation Monitor section,
Neutron-Sensitive Emulsions, Foil Activation
The uses of nuclear-track emulsions and neutron-activated foils are
described in the sections,dealing with results obtained, pages 58' .:. 60 and
pages 60-70 respectively.
Scintillation Counters
Scintillation counting has been employed only rarely, and then not in
a quantitative manner. Severe magnetic shielding problems accompany the
use of phototubes near the Bevatron, and the solution to these problems is
at the expense of mobility .. Of greater importance is the fact that for the
energy range 0. 2 to 20 Mev, no neutron- sensitive scintillators are available
that resolve neutron event's in the presence of gamma events to the degree
required in survey work. As greater emphasis is placed on work with
threshold detectors, scintillation counting techniques will undoubtedly· come
into more extensive use.
Electronic Equipment
The proportional counters are used with standard UCRL rack-mounted
electronics equipment. Counter high voltage is supplied from an electronically regulated high voltage source, and is metered with an electrostatic
voltmeter. Counters are coupled mechanically to cathode-follower units
of 125-rl output impedance; the low output imped~:mce:perrriits use of at
least 200 feet of cable b_etween counter and rack equipment. Signals from
the cathode folloV{er drive a linear pulse amplifier that produces positive
output pulses up to 100 volts in height at a low impedance level. Amplifier
voltage gains of between 6000 and 10, 000 are commonly used with a
frequency bandpass of 2 me~acycles .. The pulses are co_unted on either a
binary or decade scaler which is driven by a high- stability pulse-height
discriminator. Figure 5 is a photograph of a survey rack containing all the
electronic equipment needed to run two counters, complete with a forcedair cooling system, wheels, and lifting eyes; a portable oscilloscope can
be carried on the shelf at the left side of the rack.
·

.,,
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Fig. 5. Complete survey rack, containing all the equipment required to
run two proportional counters.
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Counter performance is continually monitored with an oscilloscope
during survey work, as a matter of course. Such visual observation of the
amplifier pulse output can show immediately the presence of many troubles
that might otherwise be difficulLor impossible to detect. The problems of
electrical and magnetic noise inferference are· ge·nerally evaluated and
resolved via the oscilloscope. ; A .whole spectrum
troubles which show up
as deteriorating pulse shape are easily seen ori thescope; these troubles
often develop gradually and may be very hard to notice in scaler data but
can at the same time render this data virtually worthless.

of

Certainly one of the most useful oscilloscope functions is its ability
to show quickly and simply whether instantaneous counting rates are too
high for the electronic circuitry. Because pulse pairs must be separated
by at least 5 f.isec to drive _the ss;aler reliably, it is only necessary to
determine that two puls:es never ;(or very rarely) occur within this time
interval on a scope trace to assure that this requirement is met. High
instantaneous count rates ~re frequently encountered, and this technique of
oscilloscope ob servatiori ha.:; ~roved to be an· invaluable aid to successful
survey work.

BEVATRON RADIATION MONITOR
Because the stray radiation field generated by a particle accelerator
is incidental to the purpose of the machine, neither operators nor experimenters direct much effort to maintain constancy of this extraneous flux.
Whenever possible, effort is channeled to reduce ·the stray flux to a minimum,
but not' usually to a constant minimum. Significant variations can be
expected, an,d must be taken into account when survey results are analyzed;
this is of particular importance if the over-all radiation pattern is to be
constructed from the various measurements. :At the Bevatron this variation
is sometimes so significant that it has rendered.in'terpretation of data all
but impossible. Certainly, one bf the greatest difficulties with Bevatron
survey work has been the p:roblem of correlating measurements taken at
different locations and/ or different tiine s. .
.
.
For this reason, a great deal of attention and much effort has been
devoted to the development of fcicilities -designed to furnish the information
needed to permit reliable _correlation of survey measurements. The
Bevatron. supplies some of this information. · The proton beam is continuously
"observed" by means of a system o·f induction electrodes. The signal
generated on these electrode's by passage of the proton beam through their
hollow structure is amplified to a- suitable level and then presented in
various ways as beam information. Both beam magnitude and radial beam
position, in particular, can be ascertained from this information .
.Accelerator operators normally observe the beam as a dual-rf,
envelope on
slow-sweep oscilloscope; the relative amplitudes of these
two envelopes indicates the radial position of the beam orbit, while the
sum of the envelopes is proportional to the total circulating proton beam at
each instant. The sum signal is often presented as a single envelope on a
second scope. (There a:re other types of beam,.,.information display, but
these are not generally useful in radiation- survey work. )

a

-.$1
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The sum 1 signal, proportional to the proton beam, becomes a quantitative measure of the beam magnitude when the proper calibration is applied.
This signal is generally used to indicate proton-beam magnitude by operators
and experimenters; it has also always provided useful information for
radiation- survey measurements~
The sum signal is also presented on an integrating chart recordera system designed to indicate the total number of accelerated protons.
Included in this system is a tuned rf amplifier and switching relays' which
permit the integrator to 11 see" the beam magnitude at only one predetermined
instant. The instant is chosen typically close to maximum beam energy,
and it is infer·red that the beam of this magnitude reaches maximum energy;
such may not be the case. In a similar manner, the integrator tells nothing
of beam loss prior to its sampling time. These two possible sources of
inaccuracy (of which the latter is the more serious), plus the difficulties
experienced in attempting tb maintain calibration of the equipment, have
combined to rend·er the system an often unreliable monitor for our
purposes.
Two encouraging factors should be noted, however, both should enhance
the value of the induction-electrode integrator information to survey work:
(a} the Bevatron has steadily become a more stable and reliable accelerator;
{b) recent engineering modifications to the entire induction-electrode system
should greatly improve its reliability. The improvements in Bevatron
performance tend to reduce beam loss prior to maximum energy, while
improvements in the system itself render its response more believable.
There has been no opportunity to check these things yet.
Because the Bevatron equipment has not supplied information to
satisfy radiation monitoring requirements, it has been necessary to investigate the establishment of separate monitor systems, based on the stray
radiation rather than on the primary proton beam.
Numerous attempts have been made to establish a reliable means for
correlating data from different survey points and from different times.
One such method employes a slow- neutron. counter located along the vertical
axis of the Bevatron. This counter sees all parts of the machine equally,
and should therefqre be relatively insensitive to local variations in beam
dynamics and target configurations.
Initial investigation of the centralLy located monitor was undertaken
in October 1955 during a Beyatr_on run that provided long periods of steady
high-intensity beam and essentially constant experimental conditions. The
behavior of 'the monitor, a BF counter (BF 3 - 13 ), was compared to the
3
response of two counters located outside the shielding at the rear of Bay
20...;;. a BF3 counter (BF3-16) and a polyethylene-lined counter, (PE-1)--and
compared to the total integrated proton beam, as indicated by. the inductionelectrode beam-monitor. system.
Table I is a summary of representative data obtained at this time.
following important facts are evident from the data:

The

Table II
Radiation monitor data showing erratic behavio.ur of proton-beam monitor
for single target locationa
Data
Sets

Run Nos.,
Inclusive
Runs

10- to 13

L

Beam condition
and ene~gy
(Bev)

Proton
Integrawr/
BF -13
3

+ .02

6.2

- .05
14 to 17

III

18 to 22

6.2

2.1

-.04

+.06.

1.13 .... 05

L09 -,06

+.04
0. 78-.02

Proton
Integrator
CaliBration
10 1 p/div.

+.02

. +.04

6.2

PE-l/
BF -13
3

1.06

L 11

II

B~1 -16/
B.F-3-13b

4.16

2.1

.3. 71

1. 76

+.06-

i.oo-'. o4

......
00

IV

v

25 to 28

29 to 31 ·

6.2

+.04'

I

;_+. 06

c steering
beam

1.02 -.04

1.46 ~ ~07

7.93

. 2.5~

c 6.. 2
steering
beam·

+.04 ·.·.
0.88-.03

+.07
1.26_.

5.Al

2:0

o7

aCopper target located 2°31 1 upstream frorri WTT.
b

.

~
()

±values -- etc. as on Table I, footnote 2.

cAn attempt was made to moVe the beam orbit to a smaller radius for these runs; the smaller
orbit was achieved, as determined on the control-room oscilloscope.

::0

r1

00
(J.l
--.]
--.]
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<">.

'

0

'0
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The proton-beam monitor is particularly susceptible to error (for our
·purposes) for conditions such as existed during Sets IV and V. Because this
device records beam amplitude at only one instant during the acceleration
cycle, typically just before maximum energy is attained, loss of beam prior
to the sampling time goes unnoticed. Thus a large fraction of the beam might
be lost between 4.1 and 5. 7 Bev, while the proton monitor, set to measure at
5. 7 Bev, records only the residual beam. This lost fraction would produce
a significant stray- radiation field, and so counter measurements would not
correlate well with proton monitor data. Such .conditions are very likely to
oc.cur when beam steering is changed, especially if the changes are for so
short a time that beam stability is not' achieved; just this sort of situation
existed here.
Immediately following these initial tests, the BF cen~ral-monitor data
3
became a regular part of Bevatron survey data. However, 1ts response as
well as the response of the p_ther monitoring systems, has always been
viewed with skepticism. WJ:len possible, several monitors are compared and
in the frequent cases where there is disagreement among the monitors, an
intelligent choice must be made as to which one should be used to interpret
survey data.
·
The choice may be obvious: the proton beam monitor exhibits rfpickup
or wide drift in calibration, and is disqualified. Another illustration of this
case: a fast neutron counter is set up to be a monitor in an area for fastneutron surveys in that area and relative levels are measured in this manner,
as for the WTT maze survey (see page· '39 ). There are times when the choice
is made relative to previous data; there are also times when the choice must
be made,according to such qualitative evaluations as "how the machine is
running".
For the exposures of three sets of Eastman Kodak NT A films during
· November - December 1955, · the central monitor alone provided information
related to the total accelerated protons. Ten calibrations checks were made
during this. period (see Table III); comparing the BF c~un~er response to
3
beam amphtude as reported by accelerator operators v1ew1ng the controlroom oscilloscope. All calibrations fall within± 20o/o, and if one extreme
value is discounted, the remaining 9 fall within ±10%. The utility of the central
radiation monitor was greatly strengthened by this performanc~.
It is desirable that the central-monitor counter system be as stable and
trouble -free as possible. Of particular importance is the high-voltage
stability of the counter itself. Although the BF -filled proportional counter
3
exhibits a useable plateau of up to 300-volts length as normally operated in
our work, and is considered a thoroughly reliable counter, frequent calibration checks are necessary when reproducible results are to be expected.
Such calibrations may be awkward .to perform if, for example, the counter
were in position at the. top center of the· Bevatron building.

A counter meeting these requi2~~ents is: with one reservation an ion
chamber that has a thin deposit of U
on alternate parallel plates. The
chamber operates as: a pulse counter, with its collection system a~ranged to
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Table III
Comparison of central radiation monitor and control-room oscilloscope
beam calibrations

Run No.

Date

Monitor
Calibration
(protons/1000 counts)

1

11/16

2

11/16

3

11/18

4

11/19

5

11/21

6

11/28

7

12/1

8

12/2

9

12/2

9.5X10

12/14

8.8 X 10

10

8.6 X 10
9.8 X 10 10
10.0 X 10 10
9.6 X 10 10
10
11.3 X 10
10
10.1 X 10
10
9.3 X 10
9.3X 10 10

l

··.;/

Averag-e
of 10 runs
Average of
Runs 1 through
4 and 6 through
10

9.6 X 10

10
10
10

; all within
± 20o/o

9.4 X 10

10

; all within
± 10%

respond only to the electron component of ionization in the.counting gas.
N2utrons, primarily thermal ~nd epithermal, are detected as fissions of
U 3 5, and produce pulse heights several times those of competing events.
Such a chamber was available for use in this investigation. The
chamber contains an .array of 13 parallel circular plates 12 em in diameter
and spaced 1 em apart. Seven plates are coated with u235 on both sides, ~·
and aluminum plates (6 in all) alternate with u235 plates in the array.
High voltage is applied to the coated plates and the fission events are
observed from ionization collected at the aluminum plates. A counting gas
of Argon - 5% C0 2 at 1 ;;ttmosphere is used to give a favorable ratio of
fis:Sion to alpha pulse height. .

UCRL-8377
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There are several advantages offered by this counter:

'•

(a)

The high-voltage plateau extends from 500
1000 volts (the upper limit of investigation).

v upwards

to at least

~

(b)

The argon- 5% C0 2 counting gas is more reliable in counters and
much more ea-sily handled outside counters than is BF gas.
3
235
(c) The alpha-particle activity of u
provides a built-in calibration
facility which, incidentally, does not interfere with normal
operation.
~

The single disadvantage is that fission pulses from the chamber are at
a signal level of only 1 millivolt maximum. Because the problem of electrical pickup has al~ays been serious at the Bevatron, doubt existed that these
small pulses could be distinguished above the noise leveL That this problem
never proved to be serious is a tribute to the competence of William Goldsworthy
of the Electronics Group, who designed and engineered the linear amplifier
model V and companion low-noise preamplifier used for the u235 chamber.
Both units were de signed to minimize internal noise generation and noise
pickup from external electrical sources. Typical operating conditions are:
Voltage gaini
Fission pulse
Alpha pulse
Noise pulse

40, 000
40 v
,10 v
2 to 3 v

235
Initial work with the u
chamber at the Bevatron was performed in
July 1956 during another experiment that -provided long periods of steady
high-intensity beam with nearly constant operating conditions. Behavior
of this chamber was investigated with respect to BF -13 and the proton3
beam monitor. Both counters were located at the center of the magnet pit
in an elevator that couldbe raised to any desired height in the b~ilding.
235
The curve plotted in Fig. 6 is an integral- bias curve for the u
'chamber taken at the 55-ft level; the points have been normalized with respect
to BF -13 response. Alpha particle events can be seen to count at the 1 0-v
3
level, and were observed up to 13 v. The lower point at 10 v represents the
calculated neutron component at this level, based on the upper data point and
a background run taken with no Bevatron beam. The point falls nicely on the
curve as extrapolated back to the zero bias intercept.
The smooth curve indicated that the chamber system was working
satisfactorily, and that a suitable operating point could be chosen somewhere
on the relatively flat portion of the curve. At this time the rather high value ,
of 35 v was selected, partly because electrical pickup problems would be
minimized when the highest reasonable bias setting was used, and partly for
the ease of comparison of the two counters when their counting ratio was
near unity. That the curve does not show a more definite tendency toward
the horizontal is to be expected, because the u2 3 5 coating is thick with respect
to fission-fragment range.

UCRL-8377
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Considerable additional data was obtained at this time relative to the
reliability ,of this counting system; analysis of this information indicated that
the desired stability could be expected from the system in its existing form.
O{ particular interest are two other curves, Fig. 7 and .Fig. 8, plotted
from data taken during the July runs. Figure 7 shows the response of the
u235 chamber relative to BF counter response as a function of height in
3
the building. The ratio u235;BF 3 is seen to vary significantly with
elevation; this is taken to mean that the neutron-energy spectrum chan·ges
with elevation. Fission in u235 occurs with fast neutrons more readily
than does the (n, a) reaction in B10 with the same energy neutrons; thus if
'the two counters were placed in a mixed flux (both slow and fast neutrons)
a u235 counter should show a relatively higher counting rate. The median
plane of the Bevatron beam is at 15 ft, and the enhanced u235 response
between 20 and 40 ft is thought to be associated with the high fast~neutron
flux in this region. Depression of u235 response at lower levels is interpreted as a relative increase in thermal flux contributed by the concrete
floor in the pit. Depression of u235 response at the highest levels is'
reasonably explained as the resultant of two factors: (a) decreased fast
flux because of increased distance from source of fast neutrons (the median
plane); (b) increased near -thermal flux because of the greatly increased
area of the external concrete shield visibile at these heights, particularly
the increase in area not obscured by the Bevatron magnet iron.

The curves shown in Fig. 8 depi~t response of both counters as a
function of height relative to the proton- beam monitor. Two points of
especial importance are· noted:
(a) the counting rates above 60 ft are much higher than at any other
level
(b) the counting rates show a great change between 50 and 60ft.
The greater counting rates from (a} are as so cia ted with the increase in
visible shield area,. as explained above. The abrupt change in counting
rates ~rom (b) may be associated with the fact that at 55 ft. the counters
emerge from a partial enclosure of steel !-beams, to travel in open air
at all greater heights.

"\;.

It must be emphasized that these explanations are based on rather
meager eviden!=e, but do seem reasonable in light of this evidence. There
may be other explanations of the observed effects, and only through further
experimental work will it be possible to determine which explanations
describe the real situation.

235
Counting characteristics of the u
chamber were more extensively
investigated in October 1956, when a 10-channel differential pulse-height
analyzer became available for this work.
The chamber was exposed to the neutron flux from a Po-Be neutron
source; a 4-inch slab of paraffin was placed between source and counter to
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provide a substantial thermal- neutron flux. The amplifier operated at
approximately half-normal gain so that the end point of fission events could
be conveniently observed, Data was taken in differential pulse-height form,
to be converted to integral fortn as required. Chamber response wa.s 1
studied for a range of. high voltage .from 300 to 1000 volts in 50-volt .
increments" Figures 9 and 10 are respectively integral and differentf~l bias
curves for several high voltages, It is seen from Fig" 9 that for any given
bias level below·10 volts, there is little change in counting rates over the
·interyal 450 to 1000 volts. Beca·use the chamber normally operates at 600
volts, the 600-vcilt curve is used as ·a base for the following performance
analysis. In addition, a bias setting of 9 volts is chosen as an operating
point: this setting corresponds to the higher setting of 13 volts used in
practice with greater amplifier gairi. Changes in the counting rate produced
by changes in gain or. voltqge .. are:
.
..

High voltage 9-ecrease:., to 450 volts: -4% change in counting rate
High voltage decrease.. ·to $00. volts:' .:. 1o/o change in counting rate·.
High voltag.e ..inqrease ·. to 1000 vott.§ l +2o/o change in counting rate
Gain change of ± 1 Oo/o: . ± 4% cha11.ge i:n counting rate
Discriminatqr
change
=!= l volt ; . :i;:4;% change in counting rate.
.. •
.
. pf
... .
· ..
. .
..
:

,

'·,

Stability of ,response tQ high-voltag~e change is thus satisfactory with
the 600-volt batterybox presently i.n use; this stability could be improved by
an increase in battery voltage to 900 volts, but the gain in performance has
not seemed justi:fied in view of t}1.e .increased size and weight of such a supply.
Stability against changes in gain and discriminator level, while adequate,
leaves something to be desired.· ·Both gain and discriminator level can be
checked easily, and are checked at frequent intervals so that no significant
change in sensitivity is permitted. Higher amplifier gain could be used so
that a given absolute shift in discriminator level would produce a smaller
percentage change in. counting rate; however, it is desirable to work at as
low a gain as possible. Some other solution is needed.
The differential bias curves of Fig .. 10 do not show a peak in pulseheight distribution; however, it is possible that the peak woulJ. appear if
the syste;n gain were increased" Figure 11 shows both differential and
integral bias curves taken with the gain increased a factor of 4. No peak is
evident in the differential spectrum, even though pulses as small as those
from a. events are counted. The a. counts are registered up to the 30-volt
lE!'vel. This behavior is interpreted as additional evidence that the u235
coating is much too thick.
·
235
It is proposed to prepare a new set of u
coated plates having a thin
2
active layer of the order of 0.5 mg/cm thickness. Great improvement in
system performance can be expected as a result, especially with respect
to stability under gain- change arid' discriminator-level- change. conditions.
The improvement here comes as a result of a more unique pulse height
produced by fission in the thin active layer"
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·Recent work at the Bevatron has shown the chamber to have a greater
than needed sensitivity; in fact, the sensitivity has had to be reduced by
wrapping cadmium around nearly 80o/o of the counter. surface to prevent
jamming of electronic counting equipment. A further improvement in
performance can be effected by a reduction in number of plates in the chamber,
thus decreasing chamber ~apacitance and thereby increasing output- signal
leveL The gain realized here may be as large as a factor of 5, which would
permit considerable reduction in over-all amplification without a sacrifice
of pulse height.
In summary, the centrally located slow-neutron detector has proved
to be extremely valua~ as a monitor for the stray radiation field of the
5 -fission ion chamber for this, counter has been
Bevatron. Use of a U
shown to be practical, and the counting system in its pre sent form satisfies
the criteria for accuracy and reliability now required, provided reasonable
care is taken when the equipment is operated. Proposed improvements, to
be made in the near future, should transform the system into a very stable
and trouble-free counting system, one that requires a minimum of attention
and maintainence. This is just the sort of equipment needed for the job.
Further experimentation with monitor counters is scheduled, and
includes the use of other types of counters at the central location, as well as
the use of counters at other locations. Indications are that no signal monitor
counter can ever be devised to be the most useful one for all survey work;
however, the central monitor has always provided useful information regarding the general over -all radiation-field level. Experience gained from
use of monitors in different locations serves as a valuable body of information when plans are formulated to meet a new radiation- survey problem.
Frequently, selection of the most useful monitor can be made from this
previous data without the need for further experimentation. A great deal of
time and effort is thus saved, and a relatively greater amount of time can·
be devoted to investigation of the problem at hand. Because we are always
running short of survey time, such a time- saving procedure becomes an
important item.
SURVEY MEASUREMENTS
General Approach
The radiation survey methods employed for the Bevatron can be viewed
as an implementation of the general approach to Health Physics measurements
in use at Berkeley. A ba~ic premise to this approach is the consideration
that the stray-radiation field exists as three general components: slowneutron, fast-neutron, and gamma-ray fluxes. These components. are to be
measured individually, and the biological hazard associated with each is to
be separately evaluated. The total biological hazard present at a given
location can then be obtained additi"ely from the three values.
Implicit in this,method is the use of radiation detectors that can
measure the three fluxes separately; ideally each detector would respond
only to its appropriate component. In practice, the singularity of response
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cannot be fully achieved; however, the system of detectors in genera] use
exhibits a degree of uniqueness in response satisfactory for most survey
work, For what may be termed regular survey wo~k, the· radiation field at
a point is .sufficiently known·when three me~surements are taken as follows:
(a)· slow n~utrons measured with a proportional counter which _r'esponds
to slow-mmtron flux density.
(b) fast neutrons measured with a proportional counter which responds
to the product .of energy X flux density.
{c) gamma rays and charged particles measured with a thin walled
plastic ion chamber which responds to the ionization produced in the
air within the. chamber.
Special situations that arise from time to time may require more .elaborate
measuring techniques.
A wide variety of radiation detectors has seen service in Bevatron
·survey work; all are evaluated in terms of separable response to the three
components. ·The three.,.detector system described above has been used
extensively at the accelerator to determine radiation levels existing in all
occupied areas.· Other kinds of detectors have been used for such purposes
as neutron energy- spectrum. determination, simultaneous measurements at
many widely separated points, or measurements in extremely high flux
areas.
General radiation-level.determinations have been made with two
objectives in mind. The first can be stated as simply to determine that an
area is safe for occupancy; this can be accomplished by noting that detector
response is below that to be expected in the maximum permissible flux.
The second and more difficult ·objective has been to correlate survey data
with beam conditions in such a manner that the general radiation pattern ;
can be constructed from the,se measurements, and.that meaningful extrap'olations of measured radiati.On levels can be made for proposed increases in
beam magnitude. We·havetried.to keep to the principle that data taken at
the present beam level should be good enoggh to provide useful predictions
of the radiation levels expected with an increase in beam magnitude by a
factor of 10. This is an important consideration because the Bevatron beam
has steadily increased from an initial 107 protons per pulse {ppp) to the
pre sent 5 X 1010 ppp level, and will increase still further. Maay occupied
areas now receive .a significant fraction of the maximum permissible fastneutron flux. It is necessary to· know the radiation levels as stated· above,
so that intelligent planning for these areas can be carried through with respect
to shielding requirements and occupancy status when the anticipated higher
beam magnitudes· become a reality.
The analysis and interpretation of survey measurements contained in
the following sections ( pages 32·- 52 ) are based on data taken during the·
perimd'March 1955- February 1957. The measured levels of the three
components of the radiation field are given in two different presentations.
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The first scheme, (Fig. 14 for example) shows both the levels of fastneutron flux and the actual survey-point locations on a plan vie* of the
Bevatron building. The second scheme (Fig. 15 for example) shows much
of the same data as Fig. 14, with the restriction that all data points are
from survey locations at nearly the same radial distance from the machine.
Both Bevatron and shielding a~e ''unwrapped" in this presentation; the
general trends of radiation levels are more clearly shown in this manner.
Fast-Neutron Surveys
The major effort in actual radiation surveying at the Bevatron has
been, and continues to be, determination of the characteristics of the fastneutron field. This state of affairs exists mainly because the fast-neutron
component constitutes the greatest single health hazard, and also because
of the difficulties encountered in detection of these neutrons under the
conditions imposed by Bevatron operation. The nature of such problems
has been disctts_sed in previous sections.
A coherent picture of the fast-neutron field in the
20 Mev has been obtained from polyethylene (PE)-lined
data. There follows a summary and discussion of data
in light of the current under standing of the Bevatron as
radiation.

energy range 0. 2 to
proportional-counter
so .obtained, evaluated
a source of stray

Figures 12 and 13 show the fast-neutron flux levels at two different
elevations in the Bevatron buildin-g, measured at proton-beam energies
between 5. 7 and 6.:.1 Bev.. The two elevations investigated are: beam
level...,8 ft above the floor-indicated by encircled numbers; and 5 ft above
the shield top-20-ft above the floor-indicated by unmarked numbers.
Surveyors and equipment were hoisted to the survey locations on a platform
slung from an overhead traveling crane for these measurements. This
survey was undertaken in the early days of Bevatron operation-as soon as
the machine was capable of maintaining a reasonable steady beam at maximum energy and fairly high intensity. At the time the beam-monitor
problem had not been satisfactorily solved, and in addition Bevatron
operation was subject to considerable instabilfty; thus the res.ults of the
survey must be taken as somewhat unreliable. The.r two points at which
data was recorded on successive days illustrates this point; a disagreement
of ...., 50o/o' exists at these points - Bay 22/21 and Bay 6/5. However the
general pattern as shown her.e is one that has been verified ·repeatedly by
later measurements.
Radiation levels inside the magnet ring are very high, especially near
the tangent tanks. Levels outside the ring behind the shield are naturally
much lower, and are seen to increase significantly with elevation. Levels
in the unshielded southeast quadrant (Bays 15, 16, and 17 were unshielded
at this time) are noticeably higher than behind the main shield. Levels in
the vicinity of the ETT are surprisingly high, approaching the magnitudes
measured inside the magnet ring. It is reasoned that the combined effects
of the injector and ETT produce the elevation in fast:"neutron flux noted here.
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Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the measured distribution of fast-neutro~
flux for the magnet pit, ground floor, and mezzanine in terms of Mev/ cm2
per 1010 protons accelerated to 6.2 Bev. All these measurements were
made during the interval August tq November 1955, at a beam energy of 6. 2
Bev with the main target located in or near the WTT. Maximum beam energy
was chosen for survey measurements, because this energy would produce
the highest radiation field per accelerated particle. Fortuitously, the longest
periods of steady high-intensity beam time have also been at 6. 2 Bev, a
circumstance that has greatly aided survey work.
Levels in the magnet pit and in the unshielded southeast quadrant are
quite high-much too high for continuous occupancy. Levels elsewhere on
the ground floor behind the main shield are relatively uniform and low, and
have permitted continuous occupancy of these areas. This statement must
be qualified in the following manner, however. The safety of an area is
dependent upon both the magnitude of accelerated beam and the pulse
repetition rate. For the locally chosen fast-·neutron tolerance rate of 20
Mev/cm2 sec applied to the Bevatron, areas behind the shield are within
this limit for beam magnitudes up to 2 X 1010 ppp at a repetition rate of 10
pulses per minute (the maximum rate for 6.2-Bev energy). Until shortly
before the recent -extended shutdown-February through Jure 1957 -the Bevatrondid not produce sustained periods of 6.2-Bev beam at greater than 2 X 1010
protons per pulse. However, immediately before shutdown, engineering
improvements in the operational equipment made possible essentially·
continuous production of beam levels at 5 to 7 X 1010 ppp. In view of this
development, and with the prospect of at least another two-fold increas.e Of
beam magnitude in the near future, the health-hazard problem becomes
significant.
In a similar manner, the fast-neutron levels on the me,z:zanine (the
present office space) are above the permissible limit for bearh magnitudes
greater than 2 X 1010 ppp. It is planned to abandon this area as space for
coqtinuous occupancy.
The effect of shielding configuration on radiation levels in the critical
southwest quadrant, both on ground floor and mezzanine, is of primary
importance. All measurements appearing in Fig. 14 were with one particular
shield status. Since that time, both STT and WTT shielding have been
augmented- the mazes have been deepened and partial-roofs added to them;
also, the southwest quadrant shield has been increased 4 ft in height.
Preliminary results from an intensive study of the radiation field on the
mezzanine show the effect of this additional shielding. (A complete report
of the mezzanine surveys of October 1956 to February 1957 is in preparation.)
At the Bay- 20 location, Fig. 14 lists 43 Mev/,cm2 per 1010 protons, and the
more recent data shows 48 Mev/ cm2 per 10IO protons with the top 4ft re.moved from the southwest quadrant shield (conditions similar to those of··
the earlier survey). The level is decreased to 31 Mev/ cm2 per 1010 protons
with this top 4ft in place. A corresponding decrease in energy flux is
likely on the ·main floor below. The gain, although significant, does not
provide the margin of safety required to meet the operating conditions soon
to be achieved, to say nothing of further beam increases now contemplated.
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Fig. 14. Fast-neutron ener&y flux levels for values of En between 0.2
and 20 Mev in Mev/cm2/ 1010 protons at 6.2 Bev. Main floor and
mezzanine.
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There is convincing evidence that·the major portion of fast flux seen
outside and behind the shield is reflected down over the top of the shield. An
increase in shield height would then seem to offer a solution. llnfortunately,
at the southwest quadrant this process has already been carried nearly to the
liii'\it, both from the standpoint of floor loading and available height beneath
the cranes. Some sort of roof shielding over the neutron-producing areas of
the mac4ine appears to be the most promising approach. Such shielding is
difficult to support mechanically, and if required in certain areas, might
prove very inconvenient from the experimental, operational, and
maintain:ence aspects of the Bevatron .
Th_uf; it is of great importance to identify these '~hot spots", so that
can be utilized to maximum benefit in the least obtrusive
manner. .The technique of foil irradiation appears most promising as a
survey pro.cedure in this respect, as described in a later section of the
report. .
.
.·

ad~itionali;shielding

Cons{derable effort has been spent in rather specialized fast- neutron
surveys,;<: One example of this sort of survey work is the set of measurements
ta~en in' the. vicinity of the access way to the WTT. At the time, late.
September 1.955, the shield structure was such that the north end of the WTT
could be seen from outi>_ide the shield. The problem was to determine··
whetlier a significant fast flux leaked out along this channel.
Figure 17 shows the WTT area with the relevant shield configuration,
and the results of these measurements. It is evident that the fast-flux level
is higher along the line of sight-approximately 50% higher than normal at
Bay 22 Center, and increasingly higher as the WTT is approached. Further
evidence of what may be called a neutron beam is provided by the two points
inside the maze but outside this beam. One point is behind a'shieid block;
the other, behind a considerable thickness of magnet iron.
Both these
points show much lower flux levels than do locations in the beam at correspondihg distances from the WTT. The .shielding in the WTT area has since
been modified to eliminate this weakness as is apparent from an inspection
of the shield layout depicted in Fig. 14.

..

The technique employed for these measurements is different from that
normally used in survey work, but is especially adapted to detailed studies
of local situations. The monitor counter is a polyethylene-lined proportional
counter, which has been calibrated with respect to the proton beam . . This
counter remains at one position while the survey measurements are taken
with a second polyethylene-lined counter. Data obtained with the second
counter is then interpreted in terms of first counter response for each
location surveyed. A more consistent pattern for fast-neutron flux distribution can be obtained in this manner than through the use of any other
monitor system yet investigated.
The opportunity arose during this series of measurements to take data
at two different beam energies with otherwise identical conditions of Bevatron
operation. In Fig. 17 the flux levels for 4.8-Bev energy are encircled to
distinguis_ll. them from the levels for 6.2-Bev energy. In all cases, the
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Fig. 17. Fast-neutron ener&y flux levels for values of E · between 0. 2
and 20 Mev in Mev/cm2jl010 protons for 6.2-Bev prgtons and 4.8-Bev
protons (encircled values) WTT area on Main floor.
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neutron flux levels at reduced proton energy are lower than at full proton
energy, as is to be expected. In most cases this decrease is greater than
~~uld be expected from a linear relationship between proton.:.beam energy
and stray-neutron radiation.
·
·
Unfortunately there has been little opportunity to take data that pe.rtains
specifically to the relationship between beam energy and neutron production.
Situations rarely arise wherein the experimenters change only the beam
energy, while keeping other parameters c·onstant; even these rare occasions
are likely to be unsuitabie for this purpose. Not enough is known of the
effect of different targets or other operation changes to be able to correct
for these and then state confidently that the remaining effect is due to a
changein beam energy. The information at hand does tend to confirm the
opinion that the measured stray,- neutron production increa'ses more rapidly
than proton-beam energy; however, the-differences seem to.be relatively
smalL· Thus there is no better assumption now. available than the simple
one that postulates linearity between beam energy and stray-neutron
production~

No comprehensive studies of the fast-neutron field have been made
for either lower beam energies or other target positions. Machine operation has not provided such opportunities. It should be noted .that much of
the early· survey work was with reduced beam energy, but the data from
such surveys (before March 1955) can not be used for these comparisons
because of its unreliability. Both Bevatron instability and radiation-monitor
difficulties contributed to this unreliability.
Those bits of data that bear on these matters and seem to be significant
are included in Table IV. Group 1 indicates the magnitude of fast-neutron
flux change for a large beam-energy change; this change should be fairly
representative for the entire machine because of the counter location. It is
interesting to note that slow-neutron flux measurements for these two
conditions show a similar change, from 460 to 69 nt/cm2 per 10 10 protons.
Group 2 purports to show the change in the fast-neutron flux level at an
unshielded location outside the magnet when different targets are active.
It is not clear whether the targets are .responsible for the large differences
noticed, ·or whether the seemingly small adjustments in beam steering
required to achieve the desired machine operation may have been largely
responsible. Groups 3 and 4 show how a large hole in the shield opposite an
active target influence local radiation levels. It is unlikely that such significant changes would have occurred if only the targets were changed.
Group 5, taken with the s~me large beam hole ·and:nearby target, .. illustrates the
relative effectiveness of the shield against very-nign-energy neutrons. It
is expected that the 105 }.,.~{ev/ cm2 registered at the lowest elevation would
be typical for a beam.:.level observation if the shield were in place; thus the
shield reduces the energy flux density by a factor of 200 under these conditions.
The acutual reduction factor is probably even greater, since ~ substantial
p'art of the fast neutron flux seen outside the shield is air scattered over the
top.

Table IV
Fast- neutron .survey data:
Group

S \.l.rvey
location

Constant
parameters

miscellaneous measurements

.Variables

Range of variab'le s

·--_,...~

Pit center

l

2

2. 5° copper flip-up ·
target

Bay 14
6 .. 2 Bev
center main
Main floor

...____ .. _______ ...
._

Proton. energy

1.1Bev6.2 Bev

131
975

Target

2.5° copper flip-

520

~g ~:~~:trflip-

1050

up target
Sl W emulsion

3

.4

5

/

Bay 24
Main floor

Bay 22 .
front and
rear
mezzanine

6.2 Bev

6.2 Bev

Bay 24 front 6. 2 Bev, WIN target
at beam hole, 4 X 2ft beam hole
3 ft from
shield

E ne r gy:'£1 ux
density
(Mev/ cm 2 / 10 10·
protons)

Target and
shielding

Target and
shielding

·.elevation

0

24?
...

2. 5 copper flipup target, normal
shield
WIN 4-'ft wide by .
2-ft high beam hole·
in shield at Bay 24, ·
center.

81
I

~

N

335

I

front 78
rear: 29

2. 5° copper Hip,... up ..
target, normal
shield
WIN 4-ft wide by
2-ft wide by 2-ft·
high beam hole in
shield at Bay 24
center

·front 190
rear 53

c:

()

2'3 inches above floor
43
·54
64
74

::0

.165
136
165 .

t"'
I

inches above floor· •
inches above floor
inches above, floqr
2~
in·ches above floor,
685
just below edge of hole
96 inches above floor, ,.....20000
at beam level
1(1

.:

00
I..V
-J
._J

...
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In summary, it may be said that the characteristics of the fast-neutron
field revealed by these measuring techniques are both reasonable and
understandable.'.· There is strong evidence that shield thickness is adequate:
no high radiation levels are detected at the median plane or outside the
shield in the vicinity of targets. Rather, the intensity is observed to
increase slowly with elevation from the floor to the shield top, indicating
the presence of a strong air- scattered component outside the shield. Any
median-plane peak is masked by this radiation. The tangent tanks are seen
to be •Strong neutron-emitting areas; this effect, is shown most clearly in
the indium foil studies and is also evident from PE counter data; Many
details need to be filled in to complete the fast-neutron field pattern; however,
it is not expected that these details will alter the general characteristics as
now under stood.
Slow- Neutron Surveys
Slow- neutron survey data is taken with BFrfilled proportional counters;
the counters are unshielded and unmoderated in normal survey work. Partial
or complete cadmium shields have been needed in some cases to reduce the
. count rate to a reasonable magnitude. All data reported here is in terms of
the response of an unshielded counter. Although the coverage of slow-neutron
surveys is not so complete as that for fast neutrons, it is considered adequate
from the standpoint of health-physics requirements.
These measurements are usually taken at the same time as fast-neutron
measurements. Such was the case for the slow-neutron flux levels shown in
Figs. 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22 . The first of these, Figs. 18 and 19 show the
results of the early Bevatron survey described on pages 32 -: 33
Figures
ZQ, 21, and 22 show additional slow- neutron data, obtained at later times
wilen both Bevatron operation and radiation monitoring facilities were more
reliable. Slow neutron-levels are well below the 1500 n/ cm 2 - sec maximum
permissible limit in all occupied areas; this.is true even at the center of the
magnet pit. The slow-neutron flux produces the least biological hazard of
any of the three components into which Bevatron radiation is separated. It
seems paradoxical that this is also the easiest flux to measure.
The slow- neutron field varies less rapidly from point to point than the
fast-neutron field. This is to be expected, since· the propagation of slow
neutrons is primarily a diffusion process, and the magnet structure concrete shield combination constitutes an extended source of these neutrons.
Additional information on the slow- neutron distribution pattern can be found
in the Radiation Monitor section, (pages 21 - 23 and Fig. 8) showing an
elevation study at the magnet-pit center, and in the Foil Techniques sectiori
{pages 162- 70 and Fig. 28) showing a radial study at Bay 20.
Ionizing-Radiation Surveys
Plastic-walled air ionization chambers are used to measure the ion:lZlng radiation. These measurements are taken simultaneously with the
slow- and fast-neutron data whenever possible. Figures 23 and 24 show the
results of the early Bevatron survey (see pages 32-33 ); Figure 25 shows
measurements obtained in later surveys.
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·'.

Fig. 18. Three-2imensional survey.of slow-neutron flux levels in
neutrons/em /lolO protons measured at beam level- (8ft above floor)
and 5 ft above shield top (encircled values). Values in parentheses are
repeat measurements on successive days. Proton beam energy 5. 7 to
1-. 2 Bev.
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Fig. 19. Three -dimensional survey of slow- neutron flux levels in
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Fig. 20. Slow-neutron flux levels in neutrons/cm
Bev on Main floor and mezzanine.
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10
Fig, 23. Ionization-chamber measurements in microroentgens/10
protons
at 5. 7 t'o 6.2 Bev; Three-dimensional study at beam level (8ft level) and
5 ft above shield top (encircled values).
.
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These later measurements do not show a higher radiation intensity on
the mezzanine compared to the main floor; to the contrary, a decrease is
noted. This seems reasonable if a significant fraction of the total ionization
detected is produced by gamma rays from thermal-neutron capture in the
concrete of the shield and main floor; the mezzanine is a considerable
distance from all this concrete.
NEUTRON-ENERGY DETERMINATION
Because the bioiogical hazard associated with a given neutron flux
is dependent upon the energy carried by the neutrons, the most realistic
evaluation of this hazard can be made only when the neutron energy spectrum
is known.
It is true that the hazard from an unknown neutron flux can be
evaluated without this specific information, if we take into account such
factors as neutron-producing reactions, shielding configurations, relevant
survey data, and previous experience with similar siituations. A conservative
interpretat~on of all these factors can then yield <i:n estimate of the biol()gicaT
hazard; an evaluation so constructed will in,, general be an overestimate.
This is obviously not the best way to. proceed, particularly because the
hazard can in some cases be greatly overestimated to needlessly restrict
or even deny the use of accelerator facilities to operators and experimenters.
Once the neutron spectrum is determined, then the more reasonable
estimate of biological hazard can be made. In addition, a clearer understanding of shielding problems can be achieved, and a better knowledge of
the actual neutron-production mechanisms will be possible. For these
reasons much effort has been, and will continue to be, directed toward
neutron energy- spectrum determination. The techniques employed, along
with significant results obtained are de scribed in this section.·
Paraffin Buildup
One technique that yie.lds information related to the energy spectrum
of a neutron flux employs various thicknesses of moderator surrounding a
thermal- neutron detector. Paraffin cylinders of wall thickness ranging·
from 0.25 to 6 inches serve as moderators, while a standard BF counter
detects those neutrons thermalized in the surrounding jackets.
cadmium
cover may be placed around the a$sembly to suppress sensitivity to the
thermal- neutron component of the i_ncident flux.

A

~plot of count rate versus moderator thickness gen.erates a curve
that has a shape dependent upon the energy spectrum of the incident neutron
flux. As paraffin thickness increases, the curve rises to a broad maximum
and then falls off steadily. 'o/hen a mixed flux of fast and slow neutrons is
examined, the rise of the curve is related to the abundance of epithermal
and resonance neutrons, the position of the peak is associated with the
energy interval ·containing the greatest number of fast neutrons, and the
nature of fall-off beyond tlie peak is related to the neutron population with
energies equal to or greater than the energy appropriate to the peak
position.
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Unfortunately the energy sensitivity of this method is quite poor, and
quantitative results are difficult to deduce from. the curves. The most useful information so far obtained has come by way of a comparison between
Bevatron neutron curves and (a, n) neutron-source curves. Figure 26 shows
the comparison of one Bevatron curve (Fig. 27) with curves from Po- Li,
mock-fission, and Po-Be neutr.on sources. All curves are normalized to a
peak count rate of 100._ (The thin jackets were not available for source
curve data.) All curves represent response of the apparatus when completely
shielded by 0.030-inch cadmium. It should be mentioned that the zero
thickness points for the three sources lie between 0.4 and 0. 5, a decade
below the Bevatron zero point. An interpretation of these curves attributes
the following characteristics to the Bevatron neutron field at this mezzanine
location:
(a) There exists a large epithermal and resonance flux.
(b) The mean energy of all neutrons above the cadmium cutoff 1s
somewhat below 400 Kev (the mean energy of Po- Li neutrons), and
probably between 200 and 400 kev.
(c)

There exists a high energy tail as evidenced by the decreased rate
of fall- off for the thickest jackets.

These conclusions are consistent with the Bevatron neutron-field characteristics
as currently understood.
A second Bevatron curve is shown in Fig. 28; the location for this data
is on the main floor, Bay 21, almost directly below the mezzanine station of
Fig. 27. The curve shows a more rapid rise and a more rapid fall-off than
the mezzanine curve. This behavior is in accord with a pattern for the
neutron field that presumes the major source of fast neutrons outside the
main shield to result from air scattering over the shield top. One would then
expect a shift to the left for curves taken on the main floor, corresponding to
a neutron flux relatively richer in the low-energy region and depleted at the
high-energy end. Data for Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 appear in Table V.
Both Bevatron curves were obtained through use of a special monitor
counter. A BF counter in a paraffin jacket located near the apparatus
3
proved to be the only means for correlating successive runs to produce a
smooth buildup curve. The monitor counter was in a 2-inch-thick paraffin
jacket and located 4 ft from the buildup counter for these runs.
If was possible to relate the Bay-21 data to the cir~ulatin,g proton beam;
the peak of thi curve of Fig. 28 represents a buildup counter response of 750
0
counts per 10
protons accelerated to 6.2 Bev. The fast-neutron energy
flux density measured with a PE-lined counter at this location is about 60
Mev/cm 2 per 10lO protons; the counter would produce 2 to 3 courtsper 1010
protons at the discriminator settings normally used to take survey data.

The great increase in sensitivity of the moderated BF counter relative
3
to aPE-lined counter is obvious from these numbers. A second distinct
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• Po- Li neutrons ·
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. Table V
Paraffin build-up data for the two Bevatron curves.
--------··-··--"·-·--·-··-----····~----

Paraffin
thickness
(inches)

Mezzanine - B22FC
Counts per ·
· Normalized
mon. count
counts per
mon.

a
Main floor - B21RC
Counts per
Norrn;ilized
.mon. count
counts per
mon.

0

0.66

4.3

0.76

1/4

2.59

16.9

3.11

20.4

1/2

7.48

48.8

7.42

48.5

4 .. 97

..

3/4

10.7

69.6

11.3

73.8

1.

13.0

84.8

13.7

89.6

1-1/4

14.2

92.8

14.7

96.2

. 15.3

100.0

15.3

100.0

1-3/4

14.8

96.1

14.9

97;5

2

14.7

95.9

14. i

9L2

2-1/2

12.3

79.9

10.6

69.6

1-1/2 ..

3

8.52

55.7

8.32

54.5

3-l/2

6.85

44.7

6.65

43.5

4

4.93

32.2 .·

4.27

27.9

5

2.65

17.7

2.31

15.2

6

1.64

10.9

1.44

9.4
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advantage of the BF 3 - counter method is its ability to discriminate sharply
between neutron and gamma events. A careful study of the properties of
moderated BF3 counter configurations in known energy neutron fluxes is
planned. It is hoped that through these studies methods will be developed
to improv~ the energy resolution of the system, and that more quantitative
interpretat-ions for the rising and falling characteristics of the curves will
be learned. The need for a method of fast-neutron flux measureme,nt with
the efficiency of this type system becomes more urgent as the derriand
increases for the a·ccurate determinat~on of'lower and lower level~l
Two-Counter Method'
. The response characteristics of the Hansen-McKibben counter. and the
FE- lined counter can be utilized together to provide neutron:-energy spectrum
information. Because the Hansen-McKibben counter responds to flux density and the PE counter responds to energy flux density, a ratio of the two
coun~ rates yi.e;:l~s a value E for neutron energy.
This E value f~ the sitigle
neutron energy that would have ,produced the observed coq:nt rate ih both
counterf? from an E.flux equal in intensity to the unknown flux.
: The :tw'o counters are first exposed to Po-Be neutrons (mean energy
taken to be 4.6 -Mev per neutron) from a calibrated source to determine' the
constants of proportionality that convert count rates into neutron-flux
quantities. ~ounter characteristics are then taken to be as follows:
. ·'
(a) '_PE-lined counter- 15 Mev/cm 2 neutron flux density incident
; normal to counter produces one count, valid for a neutron; energy
'range of 0.1 to 20 Mev.
2
(b) :Hansen-McKibben counter- 0.42n/crn flux incident on f~ce of
. counter produces one cou.nt,. valid for a neutron energy range !rom
thermal to 20 Mev.
· ·
·
The ·count-ers are ~posed simultaneously at a location in the unknown flux,
and the value for E is calculated.
'
I

A value forE determined by this method in survey situations is.
for a variety of reasons. Among these are loss o( sensitivity
of Hansen-l\i1cKibben counter at both low an:d high neutron energies,. the
appr'oxiinate natur'e o{ the PE-lined coupter p_roportionality constaht, and
the directional response characteristics of both counters. Because tl;le · ·
stray neutron flux outside a massive shield is relative_!y rich in low-energy
neutrons;· and the flux is not strongly directional, _the E values obtained
9nnot be expected to be the true E values. However, comparisons among
E values taken at different locations or with different Bevatron conditions
have prov·ed quite useful. A few examp~es will illustrate this point.
approximat~

A number of 'E me.asure:r;nents w~re ;rrtade.during the ~ezzanine surveys
of late i956. (The face of the Hansen-McKibben counter was covered with
0.030 inch Cd during these runs.) The counters were stationed at the front
of the mezzanine at the center of Bay 20, that is, nearly midway along the

,.
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southwest magnet quadrant, and at an elevation of 17 ft above the main floor.
Values for E of OA Mev were obtained with the southwest shield at its
normal height, 19 ft. Values for Erose to 0.5 Mev when the top 4ft was .
removed from this shield. Polyethylene counter data showed 31 Mev/ cm2
per 1010 protons and 48 Mev/ cm2 per 1010 protons, respectively, for these
two shield conditions. Removal of the shield material is seen to cause a
significant increase in the~nergy flux density reaching the counter. The
corresponding rise of the E value shows that this increase represents a
shift toward higher energy in the neutron spectrum rather than just an
increase in total incident flux.
Several E determinations were made at the Bay- 20 station with the
Hansen- McKibben counter covered by a 1i-inch-thick slab of parctffin in
addition to the Cd sheet. (This filter attenuates Sb-Be n£!1trons by a factor
of 5 and so is assigned an energy cutoff of 30 kev. ) The E values ranged
between 1.8 and 2.0 Mev, showing that there exists a considerable highenergy component. It is thought that most of these higher energy neutrons
~ 1 Mev) reach the mezzanine by air scattering over the shield rather than
by penetration of the shield or by generation within the shield itself.
It is difficult to relate the E values so obtained to the biological hazard
associated with this neutron flux. If.J.he maximum permissible flux were
independent of neutron energy, then E values could be used directly to evaluate
the hazard. However this condition is not fulfilled for the energy range
containing all but a small fraction of the total neutron population (below 5
Mev). Thus hazard evaluations based on E will generally be incorrect and
will be overestimates, depending on neutron spectral distribution.
Other Methods
Other methods employed to investigate the distribution of neutron
energies behind the shield have included visual observation of a diffusion
cloud chamber and, scanning of proton-recoil tracks in Eastman Kodak NTA
film. The cloud chamber shows many more short and fewer long proton
recoil tracks than are produced by a Po-Be neutron source. The emulsion
tracks show similar characteristics relative to Po-Be induced events.
Stars are rarely observed in the emulsions, indicating that few very-highenergy neutrons are present. Both detectors point .to the same conclusion-.
that Bevatron stray neutrons carry considerably less energy per neutron
than do Po- Be neutron's. This is in accord with all other information.
The use of a system of threshold detectors is expected·to provide more
detailed and more precise information regarding the neutron-energy distribution, It has been shown that such a system is useful for neutro%
intensities down to the vicinity of maximum permissible flux levels . . A
program is in progress to investigate the feasibility of such detectors for
survey wprk in occupied areas, with particular emphasis placed·,on pushing
downward the lower limits of detectable flux. For example, it looks quite
reasonable to detect the activation produced in the C 12 (n, 2n)Gl1 reaction
from a flux of 1 n/ cm2- sec above the 20-Mev threshold. Among the other
elements being considered are thorium, u238, sulfur, iron, nickel, and
bismuth. Major problems with these detectors include reduction of
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background- radia'tibn: count,_ rates to a m1nunum, and develo·pment of methods
to incorporate large amounts of active material into high-efficiency counting
systems.
Neutron-Energy Determination:

Summary

The results obtained from these methods are approximate and can
often be interpreted only in a qualitativ:e manner. It is reasonable to expect
that more quantitative information can be obtained from both the paraffin
buildup and the Hansen- McKibbon-FE counter systems as the properties of
these systems become more completely understood. Certainly the threshold
detectors can provide quantitative data within their respective minimumdetectable-flux requirements. Unfortunately the thres.hold energies
available are fixed by nuclear properties of the, elements, and are not
spaced ideally for detailed examination of neutron spectra.
Details of the neutron spectra may be revealed whenthe neutron
spectrometers now under developmentbecome operational. The two
instruments that now show the greatest promise are both 4-pi detectors
and should complemen.t eac~ other in energy response. The first, based on .
the He3 (N, p)H3 reaction w1ll cover the energy range from 0.05 to -1.0 Mev.
The second device, a two-counter total-absorption proton.:.recoil detector,
is expected to be us-eful from 3 to 4 Mev upwards, 7 and may provide coherent
data from even lower neutron energies, thus narrowing the gap between the
respective response ranges.
NTA FILM MEASUREMENTS
Bevatron personnel is provided with fast-neutron-sensitive film as a
part of the UCRL film-badge program. Readings from these filrris have in
general agreed wl:th counter measurements, insofar as comparisons have
been possible. Film readings have increased steadily with increasing
beam magnitude; readings from personnel who spend rhost of the time at
mezzanine level are higher thari readings from main-floor occupants.· These
are general trends, observed only over a long period of time.
The NTA films have also been used in survey work to determine fast-'
neutron flux levels at various locations around the Bevatron. The most
extensive coverage of the building was obtained from three sets of films
exposed in November and December 1955 during a period of steady highintensity beam an·d constant experimental conditions. Each set included 41
films;_successive sets repeated the first-run locations.
Film characteri sties and hap.dling techniques are as follows. Eastman
Kodak NT A film has an ·emulsion 25 fl. thick which is approximately (he same
sensitivity as Uford C-z. After development, films are examined with a
Bausch and Lomb Model TPR- 1 microscope using a 43X (high, dry) objective
and lOX eyepieces. Ari eyepiece reticle limits the field of view to a squ:a,re
245 fl. on a side. Tracks are counted until either 100 fields are examined
or l oo' tracks are observed.

,~,
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Calibrations of film are performed in the known fluxes from neutron
sources. After the film is exposed to 4. 32 X 106 n/ em 2, from a Po-Be
source 1. 5 tracks per field ar~ developed; 0. 77 track~ p~r field are developed
from an exposure to 4.32 X 10 6 n/ cm 2 from a mock-flss10n source. The
developed background is approximately 0.08 tracks per field. This number
has been subtracted from the data of Fig. 29.
.
Figure 29 shows the results of these exposures for the most important
locations; the average of three values is reported in terms of tracks per
field per 1Ql4 protons of 6.2·Bev energy. The number of protons per exposure was determined by the central monitor counter. The encircled
numbers on Fig. 29 are energy flux-density levels measured with the PElined counter; these are listed at locations near film positions for com parison purposes.
14
The acceleration of 10
protons to 6.2 Bev required something like
half a week at the time of these exposures; thus if track-per-field values
are multipliedby 2, a reasonable approximation to a weekly exposure is
obtained. It is difficult to make direct comparison bet:ween film data and
PE counter data, since film sensitivity drops sharply for neutrons below
1 Mev energy. Thus the film is insensitive to an energy range containing
a large neutron population. Until more details Of the spectrum are learned,
it is not clear how to correct the two kinds of data so that quantitative agreement can be expected. Inspection of Fig. 29 shows however that film and
PE data generally follow the same pattern.
Another film study, conducted during the same period, showed the
vertical pattern of fast- neutron flux at the junction of Bays 19 and 20 just
in front of the mezzanine wall. Films were arranged at 5-ft intervals from
floor level to 30 ft in elevation, and exposed for a period of one week.
Figure 30 shows the distribution obtained by this method. The flux is seen
to increase with elevation, showing a rise of a factor of nearly 2 between
floor and mezzanine levels (agreement with PE- counter data) and a further
sharp rise at the greatest height investigated. This increase is to be
expected, because air scattering over the shield will produce this sort of
effect for elevations below the shield top, and a more unobstructed view of
the machine will produce a further rise in flux as height is gained above the
shield top.
FOIL-ACTIVATION TECHNIQUE
Indium-foil activation has been employed extensively in the measurement of fast-neutroh flux levels since December 1956. The method consists
of irradiation of the foils placed inside 6-inch-diam. paraffin spheres, with
the spheres in turn surrounded by 0.030-inch cadmium shields. After
irradiation at the selected locations, the 54-min activity induced in the foils
is followed for at least one half life with Geiger- Mueller tube- scaler counting
equipment. Extrapolation of the activity curves back to the. time the exposure
ended then gives the activity induced in each foil to this time and thus permits
simultaneous comparison of ~eutron-flux levels.
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Fig. 29. Eastman NTA film study of Bevatron fast-neutron field: complete
building survey, showing tracks per field per 10lO protons at 6.2 Bev.
Encircled values are measurements made with PE-lined counter in
Mev/cm2jlol 0 protons at6.2 Bev.
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Feet above floor level
MU-16053

...
Fig. 30 . . NT A film study of Bevatron fast-neutro'n field; elevation survey,
· Ravs 19 and 20.
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This technique offers several important advantages for survey work
at the Bevatron:
(a)

Simultaneous measurements can easily be performed at the
different locations.

(b)

The number of simultaneous measurements is essentially unlimited;
likewise, the choice of survey locations is unrestricted.

(c)

Results are unambiguous, as only neutrons can induce the
detected activity; there are no problems of discrimination against
gamma flux, as with proportional counters.

(d) Counting rate problems are nonexistent; thus foils can be used in
radiation fields so intense that counters would be completely useless.
(e)

The method is extremely simple in practice, and yields results in
a delightfully short time.

There are also several disadvantages to the ·use of indium foils for this sort
of measurements:
(a)

The method is energy-insensitive
as employed to date; measure·ments do not give results directly interpretable in terms of
·
biological hazard.

(b)

The relatively short half life for the induced activity, 54 min,
precludes use of these foils to integrate the 'neutron flux. On the
other hand, the somewhat erratic operation of the Bevatron
mitigates against irradiation to saturated activity. Thus absolute
quantitative information is difficult to obtain.

(c)

The activation induced by neutron fluxes of tolerance level yields a
low counting rate with present equipment. The system in use
produces 35 c/m per gram of indium irradiated to saturation in a
flux of 30 n/ cm 2 sec Po-Be neutrons, or 80 c/m from a typical
foil. The background level for the counter is 20 c/m. Both
increased sensitivity and decreased background are required from
the counting system for this technique to be reliable at lower flux
levels.
.

Foil~activation

measurements have been most useful in studies of the
neutron-flux distriq_ution inside the magnet ring. At these locations it is of
paramount importance that comparative measurements be taken simultaneously. In addition, the instantaneous counting rates encountered here
would paralyze the electronic equipment used with proportional counters.
Data obtained ~from three s.eries of foil measurements are shown in
Figs.3l, 32, and 33. A set of 16 foils was arranged along the inside of the
magnet structure. Those at tangent tanks were placed on the platforms at

-.
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f·shows target locations

f
Beam dir.ection

MU-16054

Fig. 31. · Indium foil run 1; fast--neutron flux inside the magnet ring.
Actual monitor-foil activity; 1850 counts/minute/gram. Beam is
..., 3 X ~olO 6.2-Bev protons/pulse.
·
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Fig. 32. Indium ,foil run 2; fast-neutron flux inside the magnet ring.
Actual ~8nitor-foil activity: 1850 counts/minute/gram. Beam is
,.., 5 X 10
6.2-Bev protons/pulse.
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the center and downstream edge, respectively. Those at magnet quadrants
were placed on the walkway at 30° and 60° points. All foils were nearly
equidistant from the center of the pit, and close to the median plane of the
beam. An additional foil, located at the central monitor position in the pit,
serves as a monitor for comparison of the three runs. Thus, Figures 31,
32, and 33 show response of the 16 foils normalized to 185'0 c/m per gram
of indium from the monitor foil. Sharp peaks are seen at the tangent tanks,
and a relatively uniform low level exists along the magnet quadrants. The
relative peak intensities change understandably with different target situations.
A detailed examination of Bevatron operating conditions for each set of
exposures clarifies this pattern, and explains the few apparent inconsistencies
in the above picture. Table VI presents this information and also includes
notes and comments pertinent to the respective runs.
It is evident that the major neutron-yielding areas are the tangent tanks,
and then only when a nearby target or other obstruction is pre sen ted to the
accelerated beam. Disappearance of the NTT peak when the nearby ta.rget
was not used (runs 2. and 3) shows this effect clearly. Further cohfirmation
is offered by the great elevation of the ETT peak noted when the plunging
clipper operated (again Runs 2 and 3). The low levels seen along magnet
quadrants also lend support to the pattern as described above. It is interesting
to note that if one assumes that p.ll the n'eatron flux emanates from tangent
tanks, the expected level at the central monitor station is nearly the observed
value.
The radial pattern of the thermal- neutron flux was investigated with
bare indium foils at this time for an azimuth through Bay 20. Foils were
suspended on a cable at an elevation of 20-ft above floor level. A section
view of the Bevatron showing locations of the foils appears in Fig. 34. Two
separate foil exposures were taken., Points 1 to 9 inclusive and points 9 to
17 inclusive. Bevatron operating conditions remained constant for both runs.
Data was normalized to Location 9, and a plot of results is shown as the
upper curve on Fig. 35. The slow flux at this :az:i:rnuth is relatively constant
in the magnet pit, is somewhat depr~s sed over the magnet structure, drops
significantly as the shield wall is passed, arid then decreases slowly with
increasing re3;dial distance.
·
The lower curve on Fig. 35 shows a relative plot of results obtained at
the same elevation and azimuth with foils in paraffin enclosed in Cd boxes.
The fast-neutrqn flux as seen by this detection system does not show a
significant drop as the shield is passed, but rather exhibits a very gradual
decrease with distance from the pit center.
These profiles are probably characteristic for regions along the machine
well away from any localized neutron-producing area. Profiles taken at or
near a tangent tank containing an active target would look quite different, and
would show peaks in both fast and slow fluxes close to the machine.·
Foil data has provided the first coherent picture of neutron-flux distribution inside the magnet ring. Previous data obtained with other types of
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Table VI
Bevatron cop.ditions for indium foil runsa:
Run
No.

1b

Date

1/15/57

ILocation
WIN

- - - -~ Be~m conditions
Targets
Material Thickness Arrival Energy Intehsity
(inches)
I pip
{Bev) (protons/
J2Ulse}

{Mylar

aluminum

69°D(C)

sow
2

rd

1/16/57

aluminum

WIN

copper

1°59"Uc
EIS
1/30/57

copper
copper

WIN

carbon

1

30

I30
,0.00025 I30

poly.ethylene 0.5

. WIS

3e

aluminUih

0.016
0.001

1
1
6
0.5

6,2

.-3X1010

10

6,2

·~ 3

x 1010

10

6.2

-3X10

10

-5X 10

I25

6.2

-5X10 10

I27
1
29
I29

6.2
6.2
6.2

-5X10
- 5.X 10

, 6 to 8 X 10

l

I27

6.2

6 to 8 X 10

sow

aluminum

0.00025 I3o

6.2

6 to 8 X 10

copper

6

I29

6.2

10
10

10

carbon.

EIS

10

10

1 °59 Uc
11

10

10

6.2

I29

Pulse rate
(Pulses/
minutes}

6 to 8 X 10

10
10
10
10
10

10

I

a--·-

.._o"

10
10
10

aNo activation times listed for runs, because machine operation usually renders this sort of
information misleading. All foils normalized in respect to foil at center of magnet pit.
bComments: (1) WTT-center foil behind concrete shield block; peak obscurred; (2) NTT~peak
produced by 69° target; (3)ETT-peak probably related to injector apparatus in tank; (4) STTpeak probably related to SOW spillout-cohtrol foil and induction-electrode system in tank; and
(5) magnet quadrarits...:.low uniform lev~ls.
·
·
cAngular p-ositions of
downstream;.

targ~ts meas4reiJro~

."WW'T;-. U indicates upstream, and D indicat_es

~

:;d

t-1
CXl
\..V

dComments: (1) WTT-center foil inclear; peak very pronounced; (2) NTT-peak abs_ent;
no nearby target; (3) ETT-peak much higher than for-Run 1 and associated with clipper located
here; (4) STT -peak similar to that for Run' 1; (5) magnet quadrants -low uniform levels; and (6)
no date from two foils in SW magnet quadrant; .

-J
-J

Table VI (contd)
eComments: (I) WTT-peak as for Run 2; (2) NTT-peak essentially absent; (3) ETT-peak
as for Run 2; (4) STT- peak as for Run 1; (S) Magnet quadrants -.low uniform levels; and
(6) this profile very similar to that for Run 2o
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Fig. 34.
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Section view of Bevatron at Bay 20.
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Fig. 35. Indium foil study of neutron flux along a radius at Bay 20. Beam
is 2 to 3 X 1010 protons/pulse at 6. 2 Bev with 3° carbon target at 1 .
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deteCtors have yt~.lded only fragmenta.ry glimpses of .the role played by
various segments of the machi'ne as neutron source so Moreover, none· of
this information revealed the apparent sharp delineations of the neutronproduc.ing areas indicated by foil measurements ·u is expected that the
under standing gained through these ·experiments will enter significantly into
shield considerations for the future
0

0

•

••

•

TECHNIQUES FOR RAPID SURVEYS
Situi:lti'ons arise in which the hazard existing at s.ome previously
unsurveyed location must be determined quicklyo Such situations usually
result from experimental conditions that r'equire changes in shielding and
accesf:! to q.re,as not nprma.lly open to personneL The portable integrating
electromefet and plastic-waJl ion chambers are used 'for these survey so .An
RBE (r.elative l;>iological effectiveness) value of 10 is assigned to the response
of the instr,.lirnent when readings are interpreted in terms of biological hazardo
As at:l ,add,itiqnal check, 'a measurement is taken at a nearby location that
should' ·be unaffected by the special conditions and at which the radiation
level is kno~n from previous measurements; ·Experience has shown that
this sort of quick surveying technique is satisfactory in most cases; for the
few remaining situations, standard survey equipment is brought into oper- .
ation and three-·component measurements are takeno
SUMMARY
The various radiation detectors described in the foregoing pages have ·
been employed to measure the stray radiation field of the Bevatrono . These
measurements have :rhade it possible to construct a general pattern for
each of the three significant components of the field: the fast- neutron,
slow-neutron, and gamma-ray fluxeso
.·
.
'
As a biological hazard, the fast-neutron component is the most
important; thus greatest emphasis has been placed o'n 'measuring and understanding ~he characteristics of this fluxo Current evidence shows that the
main shield is of adequate thickness and that air scattering over the shield
top contributes a significant amount to the fast-neutron flux seen outside
the shieldo It is undoubtedly true that the apparent effectiveness of the
relatively thin main shield is, to a considerable extent, due to the presence
of a 2-ft-thick iron flux-return path along the outer periphery of the magnet
at the median planeo The tangent tanks are revealed as major areas for ·
neutron emission from the accelerator, especially if obstructions or targets
are presented to the beam near these locations
Targets are almost always' "thin 11 ' for protons of the energy range
produced by the Bevatron; furthermore, only a small fraction of the total
beam particles undergo nuclear reactions in the target materiaL Thus the
main effect of a target on the beam particles is to degrade their energy
slightly, a process that forces them to spiral inward and ultimately strike
the surface of the vacuum tanko The high-energy protons will then produce
secondary particles - many of them neutrons - as they are degraded in
energy in pas sage through the magnet structure.
·

\.
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The shielding is rather easily a,rranged to contain the high- energy
particles in the forward direction from ·targets, .because/ the, characteristics
of these "beamsn are .well known, and the required, shield area is not greaL
However, these beams contribute only a minor. component to the total strayradiation flux produced by the machine. The greatest source of stray radiation undoubtedly derives from the degradation in energy o~ the large fraction
of beam that is merely deflected by the target and impinges on' the vacuUmtank walls to penetrate or even pass through the magnet structure. Neutrons
produced by these processes (the evaporation neutrons} may be distributed
widely around the magnet ring; in addition, there are no directional properties
associated with this sort of neutron emission. It is therefore evident that
shielding against these neutrons cannot be done simply and economically,
as for beam particles, but must essentially require shielding the entire
accele:ra.tor. It should be mentioned that a significant gain in shield effectiveness may· be brought about through the addition of shield material around the
open si-des of tangent tanks. However, these areas are vital to operational
and experimental purposes and cannot be indiscriminately buried in massive
shielding. These are the major problems to be considered as the B~vatron
becomes a ·more dependable machine, capable of producing hitrh-energy
proton beams of increasing intensity. Beam levels of SX 10 1 ppp are a
reality; beam levels of 2 to 3 X 10 11 ppp will probably be achieved in the near
future. The radiation levels likely to accompany this higher beam intensity
must then be assumed to exist, and as a minimum oj)jective means.must be
found to keep these levels within the safe limits currently prescribed.

,•
,~...

The course for much of the future Health Physics work at the Bevatron
has already been described under respective section headings. The general
areas in which efforts will be· concentrated are, further determination of
characteristics of the radiation field, 'determination of the neutron energy
spectrum and identification of the roles played by various part~ of the
accelerator in neutron production. Information gained from these investigations is immediately useful to evaluate the biological hazard; it is also important data for shielding calculations. The purpose is twpfold: to extend
and clarify the under standing of the radiation field, and to provide information
that indicates. methods to reduce further the radiation levels in occupied areas.

..
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